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“ origin*! phase” from the later ones, that is, place it before the phenom
enon of the “deeply stirred,” the “ awakening,”  and attempt to com
prehend it as a particular kind of human reality ?

Buber: It frequently happens, indeed, that the I-Thou relation 
begins with an “ illumination,” an “ awakening.” But I am in no case 
inclined to understand this manifestation as the rule. I cannot do this 
because I already find this relation— as I have maintained from the be- 
ginning—in the life of the small child, as in that of the so-called primi
tive man, in a directly natural form ; and I also understand the meaning 
of most spiritual forms in their connection with the natural.

I acknowledge, therefore, the significance of “ being seized,” but I 
can see in it no necessary presupposition for the origin of an I-Thou  
relation.

D. Time and Historicity of Man
Eugen Rosenstoc -̂Huessy: The real gulf or gap between Buber’s 

and my way of thinking is our approach to the historicity of man.
T o  me, any word spoken makes sense only if testifying to the spir

itual coexistence of three or more generations of men. T o  speak means 
to live backward before one’s own birth and forward beyond one’s own 
death.

T o  be named establishes one into a time sequence with at least two 

epochal and decisive breaks: the death of the person who named me 
and the death of myself, the career of a name which is meant to sur
vive any physical destruction.

Piuri-aged is my thought; single-aged is Buber’s. This also happens 
to be the distinction between socialism (with its as yet liberal, i.e., single- 

conception of the social order) and communism (with its rcligion- 
Sdte piuri-aged approach to the reproduction of the social order and 
within the social order).

Huber as well as myself is perfectly aware of this dividing line be- 
nwara these two approaches. T o  me, no individual and no individual 
ffferatio n  seems capable of making any experience of history. Man, 
rik  individual, cannot do more than realize the experience of his five 

4B *ts. Sense, common sense, is not the travesty of the democratic super- 
rtftion, that is, the identity of perception for fifty or a thousand indi-
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M arbo Hubei, F o r  instance, Ich (l)  a a d  Du  (T h o u ) to me are haidoim  
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no reason to fight this c e n t e n n ia lh tradition. Hence, his rcconnoitermg 

into the 1 and Thou was not fe lt to be r u in o u s  for the w h o le  humanistic

and naturalistic traditions about man-.-as being “ naturally himself.” To

me tins \< nonsense.

For m e, time is nid i v is ib ly  three m one; F uture, Past, and, as their 

yictor. Present are only simultaneously given. They are trinitarian,, pris
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* In 3 communication to the g f n e .d  editors ot this volum e, w h o  questioned this usage 
of ’V rn ten n iai.' Rotenst-xk-H nessv explained that he is ch allen g in g a hundred years of 
mid cm ;c Tradition dow n m rk .k  as naively ztorrm tic and egocentric. "I and "Thou’' 
is proper for B uber, he insists, because Buber rim  ply ert.en.ds, hut never_ changes, the 

v iew s o f academ ic agnostics w h o  remain w ith in  the unchallenged G reek  tradition., 
Roscnstoek-H uessy declares; ”My w hole approach, is the reverse of. Buber’s. I do not 

enlarge on the academ ic premises; 1 contradict them . O bviously, this seems preposterous.”  

Only a hundred years hence, he adds, it m ight becom e clear w h y  such 1  frontal attack 

could not be avoided.
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sclousness; (3) the Times which follow after I am dead. Buber, on the 
other hand, accepts the phenomenon of time in its reduction to an 
inarticulate, logically indefensible, present.

Hence, our soil tor speech differs fundamentally. Mine is at least 
three-dimensional in time; his is at best one-dimensional, but in truth 
ffottf-dimensional.

Buber: In the central part of his formulation of his questions regard
ing the historicity of man and the contemporaneity of the generations, 

Rosenstock-Huessy gives a striking presentation of the difference be
tween what is important to him in man and what is important to me. 
In the last sentences, where he speaks of the pronoun and of the “dimen
sions,” he makes his criticism more pointed and loses thereby the 
ground under his feet.

The historical nature of man is the aspect of reality about which wc 

have been basically and emphatically instructed in the epoch of thought 
beginning with Hegel and ending with Heidegger. ! account it a great 
merit on the part of Rosenstock-Huessy that he has concretized this 
teaching in so living a way, as no other thinker before him has done: in 
his pointing to the generations living in contemporaneity with one an
other—a pointing out which 1 was especially happy to invite him to 
make in print when, more than three decades ago, I began to edit the 
periodical D ie  K rcatur. As a focusing of attention to the one side, just in 
its concreteness, it was and is welcome to me; but if he exhibits it as the 
most important and decisive reality in man, then 1 am compelled to 
hold him to be not less misleading than that whole teaching of our 

epoch— an epoch that lias presented to us the cup that we have sipped 
until we have now reached the dregs,

Certainly man is an “ historical” being, which, to be sure, means for 
the description of a Patagonian something other than for that of a 
Chinese or even of an American, Certainly memory and promise are 
mingled in language, and both extend immeasurably beyond the birth 
and death of the speaker. But even here, in the realm of language, we 
can remark hat with this perception of the “historical” we are stiil far 
from  having come sufficiently close to the reality of man, indeed, that 
thereby we have not at all obtained a glimpse of the most characteristic 
fact, the open mystery of the person. In. the actually spoken word the
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eternally new event is not the said but the saying; and the saving stands 

in flit present, the personal present that must at times Let tisci! be repre

sented in the said through the purely evocative woici

W hen ! say “ i êrson,” 1 point to die undcrivable. W ere we endowed 
with a perfect historical knowledge, nonetheless we could not explain 

the essential constitution of a single person. 1, may not conceal the fact 

that hv the words “essentia! constitution” 1 point to this person’s having 

been created, to the fact of facts that, in the Jewish tradition, has been 

clothed ;n the saying that three work on the origin of every hum an 

child: father, m other, and God; this same fact that is proclaimed to me 

by each newborn child to whose cradle I step,-through his traits, ges

tures, sounds that never yet have been. A nd, God be thanked, I too am 
there, as the father, the grandfather, the great-grandfather, or perhaps 

only as a guest, gazing ever more deeply into the mystery. H um an 

existence, even the most silent, is speech; and speech, whether inten
tionally oi unintentionally, directly' or indirectly., along with gaining 

ground and forcibly penetrating, along with sucking and tasting, along 

with advancing over untried ways, is always address* What addresses 
you, not in the said but in the saying, is the undcrivable person, the 
now living new creature. T he person becomes known in. the I-Thou 
relation*

O f course, the personal pronouns are also neither here, nor there; 

they stand only for the relation that cannot be expressed in any other 

way. Roscnstock-Huessy’s opinion, influenced by grammatical teaching, 
that they stand for a name or even for a proper name, appears to me an 
error having serious consequences. Whether I say, “Eugen has written 
a ‘sociology’ in which such-and-such things are spoken about,*5 or, “You 
Eugen, what were you calling to m ind when you wrote so-and-so in 
your ŝodolc|ry, ?”—that is the vital distinction. The pronoun “He” does, 
indeed, stand for a name, but the pronoun “Thou” only in the case of 
the first “You” m die latter sentence.

And to go back to the theme of the generations, but still only inci
dentally: Out. of his valuation of the proper name—which I regard 

simply as an indispensable and unsatisfactory symbol, of penonal 
uniqueness—there follows tor Rosenstock-Huessy the so-to-speak bio

graphical equation of two deaths; the death of him who named me, and 
my own. T h at is an Old T estam ent m anner of thinking to which 1
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cannot adhere; it is, at any rate, already relinquished by the Gospels, 
where the giving of the name is no longer an important biographical 
act and changes of name are no longer undertaken by God or the 
people, but by the person. Since then much else has changed. But I 
myself am deeply opposed to him who, in such a manner, sets as 
legitimate, next to one’s own death, the remembered death of the man 
who has given him his name (who could, e.g., have been the super
intendent of m  orphanage); next to my death there is place for no 
other aside from that of the man with whom 1 have exchanged the 
most genuine Thou of my life.

My thought is not “ single-aged.” But my faith is. 1 believe in the 
hour, in the life of individuals, and in the life of the human race, where 
the historical bursts open and the present reveals itself. I believe in this 
hour because I know it. I know that it opens men to each other and 
establishes community between them. This, my faith, hence this expe
rience of faith, this knowledge of faith, and this hope of faith you call 
a “single-aged socialism” and select as its opposite a communism whose 
approach is not only pluri-aged, but even religionlike. Are you thinking 
of the historical manifestation of our time on the banner of which, the 
most massive of all times, that term is written, that movement which 
has been frequently described by objective observers m religionlike? 
In any case, let one last thing be said: My innermost heart is indeed 
with those (in the near or remote future) who, driven into high despair 
by the pseudo realization of this religionlike world program, by this 
planetary centralism of power that will quite possibly invert everything, 
will summon with their last strength the single-aged and all-aged pres
ent, the presence between men.

E. Philosophical Anthropology
Waiter Blumenfeld: i. Is “the” human being of Buber the real hu

man being or a rare, if ever realized, ideal, the “authentic” and especially 
the mature, normal person ? Buber’s teaching can hardly be applied to the 
mentally ill, to small children, and to idiots. Is not his “man” only a 
potentially and in no case a universally prevalent being?

2. Is there a dialogue with things and with God in the same sense as 
with persons ? Surely there can be no discussions with them, even if one 
grants that one can be “addressed” by God and by things. Furthermore,
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